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Hyperfine structure and radiative-lifetime determination for the 4d '
6p P states

of neutral silver using pulsed laser spectroscopy

J. Bengtsson, J. Larsson, and S. Svanberg
Department of Physics, Lund Institute of Technology, P.O Box. 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden

(Received 9 February 1990)

The hyperfine structure and radiative lifetime of the 4d' 6p P states of neutral silver were deter-
mined in pulsed level-crossing, optical-double-resonance, and time-resolved experiments using
high-power frequency-tripled radiation from a dye laser. For the P&/& state, we obtained ~=78(5)
ns for the lifetime and iai =9.05(25) MHz for the magnetic-dipole interaction constant of ' 'Ag.
The lifetime and the a factor for the 'P~ „state were determined to be ~=95(6) ns and iai =38.7(10)
MHz, respectively, using time-resolved laser spectroscopy. The experimental results are compared
with theoretical calculations using the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ground configuration of silver is 4d' 5s. Excita-
tion of the Ss electron results in a doublet energy-level
scheme similar to that in rubidium. However, the closed
4d shell can easily be broken up, resulting in a large num-
ber of additional levels. A simplified energy-level dia-
gram for silver with some transitions indicated is given in
Fig. 1.' Compared with the copper atom with a similar
electronic structure, the 4d SsSp configuration lies higher
in energy relative to the doublet sequences and causes less
dramatic perturbations for the lower doublets than for
the strongly perturbed copper atom. The copper atom
has recently been extensively investigated by our group,
both experimentally and theoretically. A theoretical
study of the Ag energy-level structure and radiative life-
times is now under way at our laboratory. Very little ac-
curate information on hyperfine structure (hfs) and radia-
tive lifetimes of excited silver states exists. The
41' 5p P3/z state has been studied by level-crossing (LC)
spectroscopy. ' The lifetime of the corresponding P, /2
level was determined in an LC experiment by Soltanolka-

tabi and Gupta. ' Improved data for the Sp P3/2 ]/2
states were recently obtained in an investigation using
time-resolved spectroscopy. " Lifetime measurements for
a number of excited states have been performed by
Plekhotkina' using electron excitation. An extensive
study of radiative lifetimes in the 5 and D sequences has
been performed by our group. '

In the present work we have been able to extend high-
resolution measurements to the 4d' 6p P3/2 ]/2 levels.
In this way, we have substantially increased the number
of excited silver states for which a comparison between
experimental and theoretical hyperfine structure data can
be performed. This is important since silver, like copper,
provides the natural increment in the level of theoretical
complication over the alkali-metal atoms which are now
quite well understood. For silver, relativistic effects can
be expected to play a more important part than for the
lighter copper atom. The present work is part of an
ongoing effort in our laboratory to develop powerful, gen-
eral purpose high-resolution spectroscopic techniques
applicable in the uv and vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) regions.
This is achieved by employing pulsed lasers in combina-
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FIG. 1. Partial energy-level diagram for the silver atom with relevant transitions indicated.
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tion with techniques for which the bandwidth of the laser
presents no limitation. Such techniques are level-crossing
and quantum-beat (QB) spectroscopy. In a previous pa-
per, we discussed this concept in more detail. In the
present work we have also applied optical-double-
resonance (ODR) spectroscopy in a pulsed version. This
has allowed us to increase the resolution, even beyond the
Heisenberg limit, using delayed detection.

The 4d' 6p P3/2 j/2 levels in silver are connected to
the ground state by lines at 206.2 and 207.1 nm, respec-
tively. Laser light of this short wavelength was obtained
by the frequency tripling of a pulsed high-power dye
laser. LC and ODR measurements were performed for
the 6p P3/g state and QB experiments for the 6P P«z
state. Time-resolved studies of the fluorescence decay
also yielded the radiative lifetimes of the both members
of the 6p doublet. Natural silver contains two isotopes,
'0 Ag (51.8%) and ' Ag (48.2%). Both isotopes have a
nuclear spin of I =

—,', and thus the only hyperfine mani-

festation possible is the magnetic-dipole interaction. A
diagram of the energy-sublevel structure for the 6p P3/2
state of ' Ag as a function of an external magnetic field
B is given in Fig. 2. An inverted hyperfine structure is in-
dicated corresponding to negative magnetic moments for
the silver isotopes. The Am=2 level crossings between
sublevels with quantum numbers F,m, and F', m ' are in-
dicated. The diagram is the same for the ' Ag isotope,
except that the energy and magnetic-field scales are in-
creased by a factor of 1.150, corresponding to the ratio
between the two magnetic moments obtained from nu-
clear magnetic-resonance measurements. ' At the level

crossings the scattered fluorescence light will change its
angular distribution, and this can be used to localize the
crossing positions in level-crossing spectroscopy. '

The trivial level crossing at zero magnetic field (the Hanle
effect) is particularly strong and can be used to determine
the lifetime of the state.

In the Paschen-Back region of the hyperfine structure,
rf transitions are indicated according to the selection
rules hmj=21 and bmi=0 (Fig. 2). The Paschen-Back
level energies are given by

E =mJgJP&B —mlglP&B+amzm J

where gJ is the Lande factor, gr is the nuclear g factor in
Bohr magnetons, p~ is the Bohr magneton, and a is the
magnetic-dipole interaction constant.

Allo~ed rf transitions occur for

hE =h v=gzpa&+uml

Thus 2I+1 resonances are expected and are symmetri-
cally placed around a center of gravity corresponding to
the pure fine-structure position, which is determined by
the gJ factor only. Thus for Ag with I=—,

' two signals
are expected in the Paschen-Back region. The ODR
method is used to optically detect the rf resonances. ' '
In Secs. II and III our experimental setup and measure-
ments are described. The results are discussed in view of
a multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) calculation
in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 2. Sublevel structure as a function of an external magnetic field for the P3/2 state of ' Ag. Em=2 level crossings are indi-
cated using the symbols (F,m;F', m') designating the low-field quantum numbers for the participating sublevels. rf transitions in the
Paschen-Back region of the hfs are also indicated.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3 is based on
that described in connection with our recent experiments
on copper. A Quantel Datachrome 5000 system was
used for excitation. A Nd: YAG-pumped dye laser
(where YAG is yttrium aluminum garnet) delivered
high-power pulses of tunable radiation of about 10 ns
duration at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. In order to obtain
the short excitation wavelengths around 206 nm, dye-
laser radiation at about 618 nm was first frequency dou-
bled in a KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate) crystal
and then mixed with the fundamental frequency in a
BBO (P-barium borate) crystal to effectively produce the
third harmonic of the dye-laser frequency. To accom-
plish the mixing a mechanically compressed crystalline
quartz plate was used to rotate the fundamental and the
doubled dye-laser radiation to obtain parallel polarization
components before the BBO crystal. In our experiments
pulse energies of about 3 mJ could be achieved. At the
peak of the Rh 640 dye, energies approaching 10 mJ
could be obtained.

The silver atoms were produced as a beam from an
oven in a vacuum system. Two pairs of Helmholtz coils
produced a magnetic field. The coil systems could be
used to produce a static off-set field from which a period-
ic sweep field could be generated for repetitive data accu-
mulation in our detection system. For the LC measure-
ments, the geometry and polarizations of the excitation
and detection beams were chosen for the detection of
Am =2 crossing signals.

In ODR measurements we frequently used m (Am=0)
excitation and employed rr (b, m =+1) detection. rf tran-
sitions were induced by a two-turn coil connected to the

rf equipment. The output of a General Radio 1215-C
unit oscillator was amplified in a Boonton Radio 230A
tuned amplifier. Normally, we operated close to 144
MHz so that a 2-m amateur band power amplifier could
be used to further boost the rf power. The frequency of
the system was measured with a Hewlett-Packard 5300B
frequency counter. In order to reduce the mean power
dissipation in the final amplifier and in connecting cables,
which tended to become overheated, the system was
chopped in synchronization with the laser system with a
duty cycle of about 10%. The fluorescence light was
detected in the decay back to the ground state. At this
short uv wavelength an eScient polarizer was achieved
by using a stack of Suprasil quartz plates at Brewster's
angle.

In the LC and ODR experiments EMI 9558 QA pho-
tomultipliers were used while a very fast Hamamatsu
1564U microchannel plate photomultiplier tube was em-
ployed for recording time-resolved fluorescence decay
curves. A Stanford Research SR 265 boxcar integrator
or a Tektronix DSA602 transient recorder connected to
an IBM-compatible AT computer was used for data col-
lection and processing. In some of the experiments the
fluorescence was detected in two directions and the sig-
nals were divided to improve the signal-to-noise ratio,
which is important when using pulsed lasers which have
rather large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations. In order to
compensate for detector nonlinearities and imperfect zero
setting in the detector channels, we implemented a signal
normalization routine first used by Wolf and Tiemann.
The detection system was first set in a "learning" mode in
which the signals from both detectors were digitized and
plotted versus each other, as illustrated in Fig. 4. A
linear or polynomial fit to the data was then obtained as a
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FIG. 3. Experimental setup for pulsed LC and ODR measurements. BBO, KDP, and PMT denote P-barium borate, potassium
dihydrogen phosphate and photomultiplier tube, respectively.
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late the scattered intensity according to the Breit formu-
la, ' the collected data yield ~a =8.8(5) MHz for the

Ag isotope. Here a gJ factor of 1.336, as determined in
the ODR experiments, was used. For the determination
of the lifetime, measurements were performed at decreas-
ing atomic densities to avoid the influence of coherence
narrowing on the Hanle signal. An extrapolation to zero
atomic density yields r(6p P3&2) = 80(4) ns from theoreti-
cal fits to the Hanle signal.

B. Time-resolved experiments
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FIG. 4. Recording of dual detector data to which a linear fit
has been performed as a "learning" curve.

learning curve, incorporating all the detection system im-
perfections. Later, in the real data recording this curve
was used to rectify the data to the case of a perfect detec-
tion system.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Level-crossing experiments

An experimental recording of the resonance [O,o]
scattering (206 nm) for the 4d' 6p P3&2 state is shown in

Fig. 5. The detection polarization is set to record a sym-
metric line shape. A strong Hanle effect is evident cen-
tered around zero magnetic field. In the region 0.4-0.9
mT a signal depression due to four unresolved level-
crossing signals (two for each isotope) occurs. The signal
is best analyzed by using the known ratio between the
magnetic dipole interaction constants (a) for the two iso-
topes and fitting only one hyperfine parameter and a life-
time to the curve. Using a computer program to calcu-

Using the fast microchannel plate photomultiplier tube
(PMT) the decay of both the 6p P3/2 and 6p P, &2 states
was recorded by scanning the gate of the boxcar integra-
tor. A magnetic field of about 1.0 mT was applied to the
atoms to wash out the slow modulation due to AF=1
quantum beats. In Fig. 6(a) a recording is shown for the
6p P3/2 state. From low atomic density data we ob-
tained T(6p P3&~)=76(5) ns. The error comprises two
standard deviations of the data. As a best value for the
lifetime for this state we obtained the mean from the
Hanle-effect and the time-resolved measurements
~(6p P3&2)=78(5) ns.

If instead the earth's magnetic field is canceled using
auxiliary coil systems, zero-field quantum beats are
recorded. ' The Fourier transform obtained has a ma-
jor peak, corresponding to the unresolved EF=1 beats
differing in frequency by 15% for the two isotopes. For

Ag the result a=~8.8(10)~ MHz is obtained. Corre-
sponding time-resolved measurements for the 6p P, &2

state were performed using two geometries. For the life-
time measurements linear polarized light was used for ex-
citation and in the detection step. Then for a J=—,

' state
no quantum beats can be observed. Thus the exponential
decay is not perturbed. From decay curves such as the
one shown in Fig. 6(b) we obtained the lifetime value
r(6P P»2)=95(6) ns, where the error comprises two
standard deviations of the data.
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FIG. 6. Ca) Time-resolved fluorescence decay curve for the
6p P3~& state. (b) Time-resolved fluorescence decay curve for
the 6p P, ~2 state.
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FIG. 7. Time-resolved fluorescence decay curve for the

6p 'P~&2 state in silver, with superimposed quantum beats. The
corresponding Fourier transform is also included.

In order to determine the hfs for the 6p P, &2 state, cir-
cularly polarized light was used for excitation and in the
detection step. If the propagation vectors have parallel
components, quantum beats occur. For these experi-
ments a transient recorder, sampling at 1 GHz, was used
to record the fluorescence. To evaluate the hyperfine
structure the curves were Fourier transformed (Fig. 7).
The two observed frequency components originate from
the two isotopes. The lower frequency, which is equal to
the magnetic-dipole interaction constant for the ' Ag
isotoPe, was determined to ~a (6P PI zz

' Ag)
~

=38.7(10).

C. Optical-double-resonance experiments

Above we have described two types of experiment that
yield the hfs of the 6p P3/2 state of silver. However, the
most precise determination was made in ODR measure-
ments in the Paschen-Back region of the hyperfine struc-
ture. Using zr excitation (6m=0) the mJ=+1/2 levels
were populated. In the decay, ~ as well as cr light
(b, m =+1) is emitted. If hmJ=+1, magnetic-dipole
transitions are driven by the rf field the mJ=+ —,

' states
are populated. Since atoms in these states can only decay
in o. transitions, the presence of rf resonance is manifest-
ed in a strong increase in the o. light, which is detected in
the direction of the magnetic field.

For practical reasons, the magnetic field was swept
through resonance rather than sweeping the radio fre-
quency. In Fig. 8 ODR signals are shown for a resonance
frequency of 145.13 MHz. Since considerably more stray

light was observed in the ODR than in the LC experi-
ments, because of the closeness of the rf coil to the reso-
nance volume, the detection was delayed by 0.8w, while
all the decay was observed in the LC experiments. By de-
laying the detection even more, a substantial narrowing
of the signals was obtained, as shown in Fig. 8 for a delay
of 4~. By restricting the detection to "old" atoms an in-
crease in spectroscopic resolution can be obtained. This
has been studied by several authors. Normally, the
quality of the delayed data is severely impaired by oscilla-
tions in the wings of the narrowed-down signals. Howev-
er, with the rise time of the PMT used, self-apodization is
obtained, eliminating the oscillations. The signal-to-noise
ratio for substantial delays was not determined by photon
statistics, but rather by residual pulse to pulse fluctua-
tion. Thus a reduction of the width could be obtained by
detecting old atoms without much decrease in the signal-
to-noise ratio. From the separation of the two signals the
magnetic-dipole interaction constant was determined us-

ing data recorded at different delays:

)a(6p P3&z
' Ag)~=9. 05(25) MHz .

The Lande gJ factor was determined from the center of
gravity of the two signals: gJ(6p P3/z)=1. 336(2). The
error is primarily determined by statistical scattering.
The magnetic field was determined by optical pumping
signals in ' Cs to an accuracy of two parts in 10 . In the
hfs as well as in the gJ determination a small deviation
from pure Paschen-Back conditions was taken into ac-
count.

IU. DISCUSSION

In the present paper, as in a previous one, the useful-
ness of pulsed level-crossing spectroscopy for hfs studies
of states reachable only by short-wavelength radiation is
demonstrated. In addition, the ODR technique was em-
ployed yielding even better data. QB spectroscopy was
applied to a J= —,

' state, for which special geometrical and
polarization conditions pertain. New information for the
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TABLE I. Magnetic-dipole interaction constants {a factors)
for the 5p P and 6p P states of '

Ag and the 4p P and 5p P
states of 'Cu. Experimental values are compared with theoreti-
cal calculations using the HF and MCHF methods.

State
Ag(5p P )

107Ag( 5p 2P )

Ag(6p P3&2)
' 'Ag(6p P )

Cu(4p P3/2)
Cu(4p P )

63Cu(5p 2P )

63Cu(5p 2p )

'Reference 7.
Reference 11.

'This work.

HF
—15.2
—76.1
—4.3

—21.3
55.5

278
15.9
79.5

a factor (MHz)
Theory'

MCHF Experiment
—25. 1 —31.7(5)

—119 —175.4(17)
—9.8 + 9.05(25)'

—18.4 + 38.7(10)'
225 194.72(15)
368 506.6(10)'
60 61.7(9)

259 334.6(37)'

Reference 31.
'Reference 4.
'Reference 5.

little-studied silver atom has been obtained.
The new data and some related results for silver and

copper wi11 now be compared with the results from
theoretical calculations. The radiative lifetime and the
hyperfine structure of the silver states were calculated
using radial wave functions obtained with the
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method. To obtain
reliable mixing coefficients, the configuration-average en-
ergies for higher-lying configurations have been manually
corrected for before diagonalization. Nonrelativistic ra-
dial functions were used, but relativistic effects are in-
cluded to the first order in the energy matrix, before diag-
onalization. This is the same scheme that has been used
for copper in a previous paper by Carlsson. From the
wave functions generated for copper, theoretical
hyperfine-structure parameters have previously been cal-
culated. However, due to a hardware error on the
printer, some of the mixing coefficients have the wrong
sign. These coefficients were manually fed into the pro-
gram with which the hyperfine structure parameters for
the 4p P and Sp P states were calculated, and hence the
agreement with experimental results was poor. Using the
correct coefficient signs, the agreement for copper is im-
proved. The calculated hyperfine-structure values for the
Sp and 6p P levels in silver as well as the 4p and Sp P
levels in copper are compared with Hartree-Fock and ex-

TABLE II. Radiative lifetimes for the 5p P and 6p 'P states
of neutral silver. Experimental results are compared with a
MCHF calculation.

State
Radiative lifetime (ns)

Theory' Expenment

Ag(5p P3~2)
Ag{5p P)~2)
Ag(6P P3~2)
Ag(6p P

~ y2)

'Reference 7.
Reference 11.

'This work.

5.8
6.3

34
39

6.79(3)
7.41(4)

78(5)'
95(6)'
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perimental values in Table I. It can be observed that the

agreement between the MCHF and experimental values
for the P3/2 states in both atoms is good. The P, ~2

states are much more sensitive to neglected relativistic
effects and the experimental and theoretical values show
a larger discrepancy. This is most obvious for the heavier
Ag atom. However, it should be noted that in the
theoretical calculation of the hfs parameters, the only
contributions included were those from matrix elements
involving states with the same LS designation; thus cross
terms were neglected. This may be important, especially
for the more perturbed Cu atom. The experimental and
theoretical lifetimes for the Sp and 6p P states of silver
are compared in Table II. It can be seen that there is a
substantial difference between the calculated lifetimes and
the experimental ones, calling for further developments
in the theory. In order to better understand the origins
of the deviations, studies on the higher P states of silver
and copper would be desirable. In order to reach such
states, vuv excitation wavelengths are needed. Experi-
ments of that kind using short-wavelength radiation gen-
erated with nonlinear optical techniques should be pos-
sible.
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